
We are excited to welcome you to today’s session! We’ll kick off by 
grounding ourselves in the joy of teaching and learning.

Which subject area is your favorite (to teach and/or to learn) and why?
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Introductions
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Objectives:
• Participants will understand 

the characteristics of a 
compelling instructional 
vision.

• Participants will develop an 
understanding of the need to 
articulate an instructional 
vision in an adoption 
process.

A Compelling Instructional 
Vision

Best Practices for Crafting

Helpful Resources

Closing & Next Steps

Welcome

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmandaTiming: 1 minSession Timing:Welcome -10 minCompelling Vision -  40 minDeveloping - 10 minClosing - 5 minCommunity Agreements to help us meaningfully engage and collaborate today.When in large groups, please use your mute button to help provide a distraction-free experienceWhen in breakout groups, please unmute so that you can engage in conversation with your peers.Videos on make for the best interaction :) Go all in and lean into your learning edge.



High-Quality Instructional Materials 
Overview and Priorities
Increase student access to high-quality instructional materials that are aligned to 
Ohio’s Learning Standards and promote grade level proficiency. 

Increase educator access to high-quality professional learning grounded in high-
quality instructional materials. 

Support educators in reviewing, selecting and implementing high-quality instructional 
materials aligned to Ohio’s Learning Standards and the Ohio’s Curriculum Support 
Guide. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Robin What are those priorities around High Quality Instructional Materials in Ohio?Providing and increasing the opportunities for students to have access to high quality instructional materials that are aligned to Ohio’s Learning Standards will provide grade level proficiencyEnhance educators' opportunity to access high-quality professional learning that is based on high quality instructional materialsProviding educators with support as they review, select, and implement HQIM that is aligned to Ohio’s Learning Standards and Ohio’s Curriculum Support Guide 



High-Quality Instructional Materials 
Advance Student Learning 
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High-quality instructional materials (HQIM) support 
educators with:

• Standards-aligned instructional content
• A coherent scope and sequence for grade-level 

lessons and unit plans
• Evidence-based instructional strategies and 

embedded formative assessments which 
support data-driven instruction

• Educative materials which provide  
implementation supports for educators to ensure 
all students’ learning needs are met.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
RyanHigh-quality instructional materials (HQIM) support educators with:Standards-aligned instructional contentA coherent scope and sequence for grade-level lessons and unit plansEvidence-based instructional strategies and embedded formative assessments which support data-driven instructionEducative materials which provide  implementation supports for educators to ensure all students’ learning needs are met.



In the Chat
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Think about the district you work in or support. Are there 
shared beliefs about the instructional experience for students 
and teachers?

If yes, jot down some of the key elements.
If not, what are some you would like to see?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmandaTiming: 3 minSay: We like to start sessions by connecting to our own experiences. Please think about a district you work in or support. Are there shared beliefs about the instructional experience for students and teachers?If yes, jot down some of those key elements.If not, what are some you would like to see.When we look at instructional vision today, we want to get into the why and how of articulating the shared beliefs about the instructional experience for students and teachers so that stakeholders can make and communicate decisions grounded in vision.



EdReports Adoption Steps
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmandaTiming: 1 min Say:We’ll look at how this instructional vision is critical in a smart adoption process today - so before we do that, we’ll review those steps to ensure we have a common understanding.The first 5 steps in our adoption process get to the point of selecting materials that will be the best fit for you and your stakeholders. We believe that implementing the materials is an important step in our process since the entire goal of selecting great materials is the successful implementation of those materials, and all of our decisions along the way are reflected in how those materials are taken up by your teachers and community. 



EdReports & Ohio Curriculum Support Guide

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmandaTiming: 1 minSay:The 6 key adoption steps from EdReports mirror Phase 1 of the Ohio Curriculum Support Guide. As we work through these EdReports steps, we want to ensure there is clarity that the tools, resources, and guidance shared reflect and correspond to one another as you engage in this learning and this work.
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A Compelling Instructional Vision

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
40 minAmandaLet’s unpack a compelling instructional vision. What it is, why it’s important, and where it fits.



Develop Your Lens
Objectives in this step:
✓ Engage  the  committee  in discipline  -specific professional 

learning in the  marke rs of quality. 
❏ Collectively understand or establish an instructional vision 

for the content area of your adoption to guide the process. 
❏ Analyze  your current state  using qualitative  and quantitative  

data.
❏ Use  your instructional vision and current state  analysis to 

e stablish additional review crite ria that will inform investigation 
of instructional mate rials.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Amanda1 minWhen we think about instructional vision and the role it plays in adoption, we look here at developing your lens for materials.The ultimate hope is that the instructional vision is in place before an adoption process begins so that it drives the process and the committee can focus on building a shared understanding of markers of quality (which may include deepening understanding around the standards, instructional shifts) and collectively understanding the instructional vision.We will dig into specifics after we look at the instructional vision itself, but essentially this vision will ultimately guide an aligned, focused adoption because there is clarity on where we want our students and teachers to be, where we are now, and what we need from materials to get them to the vision.



Why is an instructional vision important?
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Instructional 
Materials

Professional
Development

Standards 
and 

research Classroom 
Experiences

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
StephanieTiming: 2 minutesA student’s classroom experience is like a puzzle—there are many pieces that must fit together to complete a coherent picture. But how does a district identify all the pieces? Like a puzzle, it must start with the picture. The picture can be described as an instructional vision: the overarching image that provides clarity for the puzzle that focuses on ensuring all students receive an education that prepares them for college and careers. Once the vision is clear, districts, schools, and teachers can focus on each individual piece of the puzzle, e.g. professional development, instructional materials, student experiences, that must come together.



Articulating an Instructional Vision
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An instructional vision is the articulation of what teaching and learning should 
look like in a particular discipline.

• Communicates what students should experience daily and the overall goals for 
students’ classroom experience.

• Provides a common space for dialogue about instruction.

• Guide decisions districts, school leaders, and teachers make about classroom 
experiences:

– instructional materials adoptions

– teacher professional development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
StephanieTiming: 2 minResearch shows that students learn primarily through their interactions with teachers, classmates, and content. This instructional core is the foundation for ensuring all students are college and career-ready and that they have the skills and knowledge to thrive. When teachers have access to high-quality, aligned instructional materials, it makes a difference in their classroom practice and the instruction students receive. An instructional vision helps to communicate the expectations for teaching and learning and creates a common language for what effective instruction looks like in a classroom. The vision should guide the instructional materials adoption process and serve as a critical lens through which all potential materials are viewed. Using an instructional vision helps districts articulate expectations for all students’ experiences which can serve as a driver for instructional materials adoption.



What informs an instructional vision?

Vestibulum 
congue 
Vestibulum 
congue 
Vestibulum 
congue 

Current National 
and International 

Research

State Standards 
and Guiding 
Documents 

District and 
School Mission, 
Local Context

Vision
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
StephanieTiming: 1 minuteThere are multiple components that influence (and SHOULD influence) an instructional vision - current researchstate guiding documents; and local context.  



Examine Sample Instructional Visions
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Select a vision statement to read and review, consider:

– What components does it include? What characteristics do you notice?

1) How does the component make for a compelling instructional vision that:

• Communicates what students should experience daily and the overall goals 
for students’ classroom experience.

• Provides a common space for dialogue about instruction.

• Guide decisions districts, school leaders, and teachers make about classroom 
experiences:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmandaTiming: 8-10 minutes (to review independently)We are going to dig into some sample instructional visions now. These are not necessarily exemplars or what you should use (because your instructional vision should reflect your local priorities and goals), but tools to help us identify the components of a compelling vision. As you look through these statements, we ask you to consider these lenses and take notes in your own space. We will have an opportunity to reflect with our peers in a few minutes.What components do they include? What characteristics do you notice? What is similar or different across them?How do these components make for a compelling instructional vision that communicates what students should experience daily, the overall goals of the student experience, provides a common space and language around instruction, and guides key decisions that districts, school leaders, and teachers make about classroom experiences?We’ll spend 8-10 minutes reading and reflecting, and then we’ll come back together to go into breakout rooms to discuss. We encourage you to read 1-3 different visions, either from one content area or multiple content areas to prepare for reflection.Access the linked vision statements in the notecatcher.You will use those notecatcher to access resources throughout the webinar.Notecatcher: https://docs.google.com/document/d/135eGm-TmDyi9p-elw0Ur4RDiYNwHDleC/edit 



Group Discussion
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As you review a sample vision statement, consider:

1) What components does it include? What characteristics do you notice?

2) How do these components make for a compelling instructional vision that:

• Communicates what students should experience daily and the overall goals 
for students’ classroom experience.

• Provides a common space for dialogue about instruction.

• Guide decisions districts, school leaders, and teachers make about classroom 
experiences:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmandaTiming: 12 min (in breakout groups); 3 min whole groupSay:Now, we’ll have an opportunity to reflect in breakout rooms. With your colleagues, please use these discussion questions and the simple vision statements to engage in a conversation around the components, and how these components make for compelling vision statements.Note - it can be tempting to get into what these visions have and don’t have on a content-level – our push is to really think about the characteristics. 



Characteristics of Strong Instructional Visions
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Strong vision statements should:

1. Focus on the student experience and details of what student learning looks 
like in action;

2. Be embedded in the specific context of the content;

3. Align with state standards, but should not be limited to a review of the 
standards documents;

4. Be aligned with research and best practices. 

5. Include instructional implications which lead to critical thinking, problem 
solving, and transferable knowledge.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmandaTiming: 2 minSay:When we think about a compelling, living and breathing instructional vision, these are the components we want to see. As I read over these, I want you to think about how these components can drive a materials selection process.Focus on student experiences and what student learning looks like in action (what do we want to see in materials - what do we want to see students doing)Be embedded in the specific context (those content area markers of quality)Standards alignmentAligned with research and best practicesInstructional implications (local priorities, ultimate vision of experience)



We strive to build mathematically proficient students prepared to meet 
the demands of college and career and apply mathematics in the real 
world. In our classrooms:

• Students do the thinking. They engage in productive struggle and 
work to persevere through real-world problems. Students see 
themselves as problem- finders and problem-solvers and have 
multiple opportunities to grow as mathematicians.

• Students do the bulk of the work (both thinking and talking) and 
actively participate in mathematics conversations. As a result, 
students know how to think and communicate like a 
mathematician, taking risks and challenging misconceptions.

• Students learn the hows and whys of math and are engaged in 
deep learning that builds on what they already know, and how that 
applies to the world around them.
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1. Focus on the student 
experience and de tails of what 
student learning looks like  in 
action;

2. Be  embedded in the  specific 
context of the  content ;

3. Align with state  standards, but 
should not be limited to a 
review of the  standards 
documents;

4. Be  aligned with research and 
best practices. 

5. Include  instructional 
implications which lead to 
critical thinking, problem solving, 
and transfe rable  knowledge .

Sample Instructional Vision

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stephanie2 minTake a moment and review this sample math statement. (Provide a minute to review)Look at how the different components come together to design a compelling vision statement.We see the focus on student experience in orangeThe specific content area focus in turquoiseStandards alignment and best practices in purpleAnd those instructional implications in green



Besting Practices to Establish Your Vision
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● Gather & Review Documents
● Consider Characteristics of Effective Vision Statements
● Brainstorm Ideas & Identify What to Include

○ Created by a diverse committee of various roles and 
backgrounds committed to investing time.

● Articulate the Vision Statement
○ Communicated to all stakeholders - teachers, 

administrators, parents, students, community members

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
StephanieTiming: 2 minSo now we know what the vision should have, how do we do this?Start by gathering and reviewing your documents. This includes the standards, local policies, researching, local guidance documents, local priorities, etc.Review effective vision statements to get a sense of the goal - not to copy and paste, but to get an idea of what you are aiming to articulate. We will share a resource at the end that provides guiding questions for reflecting on both your documents and sample statements. So, “Who develops the vision?” We received a question on your statewide webinar registration form and here is a great place to answer this question. Admin is responsible for developing the vision along with a diverse, representative committee - that engages in brainstorming protocols to surface ideas, identify trends, and determine what should (and should not) be included. (including teachers). Finally, articulate your statement. Once articulated, ensure it is communicated to your stakeholder groups (including teachers). It needs to be clearly communicated and embedded in PD to allow all individuals time to internalize, as this is a foundation to your future decisions 



In the Chat
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Strong vision statements should:

1. Focus on the student experience and details of 
what student learning looks like in action;

2. Be embedded in the specific context of the 
content;

3. Align with state standards, but should not be 
limited to a review of the standards documents;

4. Be aligned with research and best practices. 

5. Include instructional implications which lead to 
critical thinking, problem solving, and transferable 
knowledge.

As you think about the purpose 
and characteristics of a 
compelling instructional vision:

● What resonates with you? 
● What questions do you 

have?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stephanie 4:10Timing: 5 minWhat has resonated with you as you looked at those characteristics of strong instructional vision statements? And what additional questions do you have? 
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1

Using the Vision to Identify Local Priorities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
10 minStephanieNow that we have looked at the why and what of an instructional vision, we’ll dig deeper into how this lives in and guides an effective adoption process - by laying the foundation for identifying local priorities.



Why do you need priorities for adoption?
● Ensures alignment to high-quality, college and career-ready 

standards (#1 priority) 
● Meets the specific needs of your community
● Includes the use of an equity-focused lens to guide the 

selection process
● Ensures districts select materials that better serve students 

who have been previously marginalized.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
StephanieTiming: 2 The ultimate goal of an effective adoption process is to choose curricula that are aligned to high-quality, college and career-ready standards and meet the specific needs of your community. This is your number one priority. A comprehensive adoption process includes time and capacity for districts to establish local priorities in addition to those set out by college and career expectations by using an equity-focused lens that will guide their investigation and selection of new materials. The practice of including local priorities in early adoption planning can help to ensure districts select materials that better serve students who have been previously marginalized. This is why the adoption is critical, as it establishes the ultimate local vision for learning experiences.



Develop Your Lens
Objectives in this step:
✓ Engage  the  committee  in discipline  -specific professional 

learning in the  marke rs of quality. 
✓ Collective ly understand or e stablish an instructional vision for 

the  content area of your adoption to guide  the  process. 
❏ Analyze your current state using qualitative and quantitative 

data.
❏ Use your instructional vision and current state analysis to 

establish additional review criteria that will inform 
investigation of instructional materials.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Amanda1 minGoing back to our adoption process. Once the committee has engage in shared capacity building around markers of quality, and have a collective understanding of the instructional vision, we are ready to use that vision to inform decisions.We’ll do this by:Analyzing your current state using qualitative and quantitative data. The purpose here is to see where learning currently is, which student groups need more support, and what is needed in materials to help students and teachers get to a place where daily instruction and learning match what is in that vision.That instructional vision and current state analysis will help the adoption committee establish local priorities - the additional local-specific criteria that will inform investigation of instructional materials. This means that when the adoption committee is using a rubric to investigate materials, they will have been able to identify their local priorities within and in addition to that rubric to distinguish between high-quality instructional materials, and those high-quality instructional materials that meet THEIR specific needs.



Establishing Local Priorities 
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Local Context: 
- Who are your students? Which students have been least well served by 

your system? What would you see in materials to best meet their needs? 
- Who are your teachers? What do they need from materials to be 

successful?

Instructional Vision:
- What needs to be true of materials to align with your vision for instruction? 

2-4 priorities for materials beyond alignment to standards.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmandaTiming: 2 minSay:On this slide you see a flowchart of that that process can look like.It can be easy to name everything as important - and we know that when that happens, nothing is. We recommend identifying no more than 2-4 priorities to really provide focus for the adoption committee.



Using Local Priorities 
- Winnow choices: there are many aligned programs; use evidence 

from EdReports reviews to identify 3-4 programs that reflect local 
priorities 

- Investigate materials: determine how your committee will further 
investigate materials for evidence of local priorities

- Make a decision: use the evidence collected during investigation to 
make a decision 

- Build investment: share how local priorities show up in materials 
with teachers, leaders, students, and other community members

25

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2 minAmandaThese local priorities are then used for each step of the way when looking at, considering, and making decisions around materials.



Helpful Resources
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Ohio Curriculum Support Guide 1.2
Vision Statements & Tool
This resource shares sample content-specific vision 
statements that you can adapt and walkthrough tools to 
measure the vision in action.
Core Beliefs
This resource provides sample core beliefs for guiding 
selection and implementation.

How to Articulate an Instructional Vision
This resource from EdReports includes the best practices, 
sample vision statements, and guiding questions from today’s 
webinar.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmandaVision Statements and Tools: https://ohiocurriculumsupport.org/resource/vision-statements-and-tools/ Core Beliefs: https://ohiocurriculum.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Core-Beliefs.pdf How to Articulate an Instructional Vision: https://edreports.org/resources/article/how-to-articulate-an-instructional-vision-during-a-materials-adoption?_gl=1*4v35x0*_gcl_au*ODQ4MzE0MjMxLjE2ODkzNTIwNTA. 
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Closing and Next Steps

Rubric Review 
Opportunity

Upcoming 
WebinarsExit Ticket

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
4:25Stephanie



Reflections & Final Takeaways

● What are you taking away from today’s session?

● What questions do you have?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stephanie2 minAs we begin to move into our last few moments, I want to provide you space to reflect on any new learning you are leaving with from today’s session? Or What other questions around Establishing a Vision for HQIM do you have? 



Upcoming HQIM Events
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Date Session Topic

October 16, 2023 Ohio HQIM Rubrics Pre-Launch Coffee Chat

November 16, 2023 Developing Your Lens for HQIM

December 14, 2023 Best Practices for Instructional Leaders with HQIM Adoption

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
StephanieTiming: 1 minDirections:Join us next week as we preview the Ohio HQIM Rubrics and an opportunity to preview the rubrics before their public release in the spring.Coffee Chat Registration: https://forms.gle/pjFPosbzFUHBjnPaA I quickly want to voice over our next two statewide webinars, November 16 - Developing Your Lens for HQIM and December 14 - Best Practices for Instructional Leaders with HQIM AdoptionShare in Chat- November Registration Link: https://forms.gle/8YN74GVei1VTMuUK8 



Ohio HQIM Rubrics Review 
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The Ohio Department of Education and Office of Learning and Instructional Strategies has 
partnered with EdReports to develop high-quality instructional materials rubrics aligned 
to Ohio's Learning Standards. We are in the process of designing rubrics  for the following 
content areas:

• Math
• Science
• Computer Science
• World Languages
• Fine Arts
• PE
• Social Studies

The Department is seeking to engage stakeholders through a series of feedback 
opportunities and informational updates as they prepare for the final release of the rubrics 
in Summer 2024.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
StephanieTiming: 2 minDirections:EdReports supported the Department to design rubrics based on characteristics of HQIM and existing tools, then began engaging stakeholders for feedback on drafts.We are currently seeking various stakeholders to partake in our next round of feedback opportunities on the Ohio HQIM Rubrics. These rubrics were designed for the following content areas: Math, Science, Computer Science, World Language, Fine Arts, PE, and Social Studies. The rubrics will be released in Summer 2024 and you could potentially help in providing essential feedback around finalized releases. Please take a moment to fill out the form if you are interested or please share the form if you know someone that would be interested in potentially participating. Share only the interest form link in the chat.Rubric Review Overview: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MfHl87kXrm56mZ0r5tTc9Pt5KI0swK9_/view?usp=sharing Rubric Review Interest Form: https://forms.gle/hpfhLZR7BW6htRts7



Next Steps
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• Register for upcoming webinars.

• Explore previous webinar recordings and resources.

• Share feedback and ways we can support you.

• Reach out to your ESC for support.

• Complete today’s exit ticket.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
StephanieTiming: 1 minDirections:Amanda’s dropping the exit ticket in the chat. Please complete the exit ticket and share feedback and ways we can support you. We do take time to read them and will reach out if you need support Please register for upcoming webinars. Explore those previous webinar recordings and resources as well. Previous webinar recordings and slide decks: https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/OLS-Graphic-Sections/Resources/High-Quality-Instructional-Material/High-Quality-Instructional-Materials-Professional Exit Ticket: https://forms.gle/EGBUtm6xtwZwyMkQ7

https://forms.gle/EGBUtm6xtwZwyMkQ7
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THANK YOU!

Contact Us
ohmaterialsmatter@education.ohio.gov

Visit education.ohio.gov
Keyword Search: Ohio Materials Matter

Reach out to EdReports with questions 
abikowski@edreports.org
sbarnett@edreports.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stephanie

mailto:ohiomaterialsmatter@education.ohio.gov
https://www.education.ohio.gov/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for taking the time to learn more about why materials matter for Ohio. 
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